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Abstract. We investigate a new computational interpretation for an
intuitionistic focused sequent calculus which is compatible with a resource aware semantics. For that, we associate to Herbelin’s syntax a
type system based on non-idempotent intersection types, together with
a set of reduction rules –inspired from the substitution at a distance
paradigm– that preserves (and decreases the size of) typing derivations.
The non-idempotent approach allows us to use very simple combinatorial
arguments, only based on this measure decreasingness, to characterize strongly normalizing terms by means of typability. For the sake of
completeness, we also study typability (and the corresponding strong
normalization characterization) in the reduction calculus obtained from
the former one by projecting the explicit substitutions.
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Introduction

Intuitionistic logic can be expressed in different formal systems such
as natural deduction and sequent calculi. Equivalence between these
two formal styles has been widely studied [21, 43, 49, 41, 19], i.e. every
derivation in one system can be encoded into a derivation of the other
one. However, this correspondence is not one-to-one, in particular several
cut-free proofs in intuitionistic sequent calculus correspond to the same
normal natural deduction derivation. This gives rise to a restriction of
sequent calculi, the so-called focused sequent calculi [3], which preserves
its structure and expressive power, while establishing a better relationship
with natural deduction. Indeed, a one-to-one correspondence is achieved
between the cut-free proofs in focused sequent calculi and the normal
derivations in natural deduction.
In 1994 Herbelin [25] introduced the λ-calculus, obtained by a computational interpretation of the focused sequent calculus for the minimal
intuitionistic logic LJT . In contrast to the usual λ-calculus notation for
natural deduction, λ notation brings head variables to the surface, treats
sequences of arguments as lists, and encodes cuts with explicit substitutions. Its operational semantics is specified by means of a complete set of

cut-elimination rules. The calculus is permutation-free and can be used to
describe proof-search in pure Prolog and some of its extensions [36]. The
reduction system of the λ-calculus was then extended [17] with permutation rules, thus showing how to model beta-reduction, i.e. thus giving a
natural basis for implementation of functional languages.
Unfortunately, Herbelin’s calculus is not compatible with a resource
aware semantics, mainly because propagation of explicit cuts w.r.t. the
structure of λ-terms induces useless duplications of empty resources (cf.
technical discussion in Sec. 3 after Cor. 1). This is substantiated when
trying to interpret the λ-calculus by means of proof-nets [23] or nonidempotent intersection types (pioneered by [9, 28, 30]).
The first contribution of the paper is to propose a new computational
interpretation for the focused intuitionistic sequent calculus LJT , called Ecalculus, which is compatible with a resource aware semantics. The calculus
keeps Herbelin’s syntax but changes the operational semantics of λ to a
resource-controlled interpretation, inspired from the structural lambdacalculus [2], and the linear substitution calculus [37, 1]. The terms of the
E-calculus can be seen as λ-terms with explicit cuts of the form t[x/u],
where [x/u] is propagated according to the number of free occurrence of x
in t (and not w.r.t. the structure of terms). For the sake of completeness, we
also study in the second part of the paper the I-calculus, a formalism using
full –in contrast to partial– substitution, in which normal forms are exactly
the same as those of the E-calculus, and whose reduction sequences are
obtained by projecting E-reduction sequences into terms without explicit
cuts. In other words, E-reduction implements the meta-level operators of
the I-calculus by using a resource aware semantics specified by means
of explicit reduction rules. Thus, the paper gives a self-contained study
of calculi based on sequent calculus, completely independent from their
isomorphic natural deduction counter-part.
The second contribution of the paper is to provide type systems based
on non-idempotent intersection types for both E and I calculi. Intersection
types were introduced to give characterizations of strong β-normalizing
terms in the λ-calculus [11, 42, 33]; since then they have been used to
characterize termination properties in a broader sense [13], as well as to
construct models of the λ-calculus itself [6]. Commonly, intersection types
are idempotent, i.e. σ ∧ σ = σ, but we use here non-idempotent types [9, 28,
30], suitable to obtain quantitative information about reduction sequences.
The non-idempotent type systems are used in this paper to characterize
strongly normalizing terms, i.e. an I-term (resp. E-term) is typable if
and only if it is strongly I-normalizing (resp. E-normalizing). Thanks
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to the non-idempotent approach, the characterization proofs use simple
combinatorial arguments, and do not need any reducibility technique
as required in the idempotent case. More precisely, in the case of the
E-calculus, the characterization proof is based on the postponement of
the erasing steps of the calculus and a combinatorial argument based
on a weighted subject reduction property. In the case of the I-calculus,
which does not admit postponement of erasing steps, a characterization
of strongly normalizing I-terms is obtained from the characterization of
strongly normalizing E-terms by a projection lemma.
Some related work: In the last years, there has been a growing interest in non-idempotent intersection types. The relation between the size
of a non-idempotent intersection typing derivation and the head/weaknormalization execution time of lambda-terms by means of abstract machines was established by D. de Carvalho [16]. Non-idempotence is used
to reason about the longest reduction sequence of strongly normalizing
terms in both the lambda-calculus [7, 15] and in different lambda-calculi
with explicit substitutions [8, 27]. Non-idempotent types also appear in
linearization of the lambda-calculus [28], type inference [30, 38], different characterizations of solvability [40] and verification of higher-order
programs [39]. While the inhabitation problem for intersection types is
known to be undecidable in the idempotent case [46], decidability was
recently proved [10] through a sound and complete algorithm in the nonidempotent case. Concerning the use of idempotent intersection types for
focused intuitionistic sequent calculi, two different papers [18, 22] provide
characterizations of strongly normalizing terms by means of typability, but
none of them give quantitative information about reduction, as done in
this paper. Moreover, in contrast to [22], which is based on explicit control
operators for weakening and contraction, we keep the simple, original
syntax of Herbelin.
The work presented in this paper originates from a first computational
interpretation of LJT appearing in an unpublished technical report [26].
The approach in [26] gives an elegant formulation of the typing rules
by introducing witness derivations everywhere, so that it is too costly
and resource demanding (see the discussion at the end of Sec. 8). The
type systems in this paper only require witness derivations for potentially
erasable arguments of functions and substitutions. As a consequence, the
upper bound for the longest reduction sequence of a strongly normalizing
term obtained in this paper, represented just by the size of a typing
derivation, is tighter than the one in [26].
3

Structure of the paper: The explicit E-calculus is introduced in Sec. 2
and its associated typing system in Sec. 3. The characterization of strongly
E-normalizing terms is developed in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 presents the syntax
and the operational semantics of the I-calculus, while Sec. 6 presents a
non-idempotent typing system for I together with its properties. In Sec. 7
an inductive definition of strongly I-normalizing terms is used to complete
the characterization result for the I-calculus. Finally, we conclude in Sec. 8.

2

The E-Calculus

This section introduces the syntax and the operational semantics of the
E-calculus. The term language follows from [25], while the reduction rules
aim to give a resource aware semantics based on the substitution at a
distance paradigm [37, 1].
Given a countable infinite set of symbols x, y, z, . . ., three syntactic
categories are defined as E-objects, E-terms and E-lists, respectively:
o, p ::= t | l

t, u ::= xl | tl | λx.t | t[x/t]

l, m ::= nil | t; l

The construction [x/u] is said to be an explicit cut. Remark that the
symbol x alone is not an object of the syntax (term variables in natural
deduction style would be encoded by x nil), and explicit cuts do not apply
to lists, but only to terms, i.e. l[x/u] is not in the grammar. We write
tl1 . . . ln for (. . . (tl1 ) . . . ln ) and xnil for x nil. The size of the object o is
denoted by |o|.
The notions of free and bound variables are defined as usual, in
particular,
fv(xl) := {x} ∪ fv(l)
fv(tl) := fv(t) ∪ fv(l)
fv(λx.t) := fv(t) \ {x}

fv(t[x/u]) := (fv(t) \ {x}) ∪ fv(u)
fv(nil) := ∅
fv(t; l)
:= fv(t) ∪ fv(l)

The number of free occurrences of x in o is written |o|x . We work with
the standard notions of α-conversion (i.e. renaming of bound variables
for abstractions and substitutions), and Barendregt’s convention [5].
We also consider two categories of E-contexts:
L ::= 2 | L[x/t]

O, P ::= C | V
C, D ::= 2 | xV | Cl | λy.C | C[y/u] | t[y/C] | tV
V, U ::= C; l | t; V

When the replacement of the hole of O by the object o is well defined
(i.e. gives an object), then we denote it by O[o]. Similarly, L[t] denotes the
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term obtained by replacing the hole of L by the term t. We write Cx for
a context C which does not capture the free variable x, i.e. there are no
abstractions or explicit substitutions in the context that binds the variable
x. For instance, C = λy.2 can be specified as Cx while C = λx.2 cannot.
In order to emphasize this particular property we write Cx [[t]] instead of
Cx [t], and we may omit x when it is clear from the context.
The reduction relation →E is defined as the closure by contexts O
of the following rewriting rules:
L[λx.t]nil 7→dBnil
L[λx.t](u; l) 7→dBcons
Cx [[x l]][x/u] 7→c
Cx [[x l]][x/u] 7→d
t[x/u]
7→w
L[xl]m
7→@var
L[tl]m
7→@app

L[λx.t]
L[t[x/u]l]
Cx [[u l]][x/u] if |Cx [[x l]]|x > 1
Cx [[u l]]
if |Cx [[x l]]|x = 1
t
if |t|x = 0
L[x(l@m)]
L[t(l@m)]

where the operation @ is defined by the following equations:
nil@l := l

(u; l)@m := u; (l@m)

An example of reduction sequence is
(λx.x(xnil ; nil))(u; nil) →dBcons x(xnil ; nil)[x/u]nil →@var
x(xnil ; nil)[x/u] →c x(u nil; nil)[x/u] →d u(u nil; nil)
There are many differences with the reduction rules in [25]. First of all, the
use of the meta-operation @ for concatenating lists in the rules 7→@var and
7→@app replaces the explicit concatenation rules in [25]. This is particularly
convenient since we only reduce objects that are terms (even if these terms
occur inside lists), so that the proofs are simpler/shorter because there
are less rules and only of one kind. A major difference with [25] is the
use of rules at a distance, specified by means of (term and list) contexts,
where the propagation of substitutions is not performed by structural
induction on terms, since they are consumed according to the multiplicity
of their corresponding variables. As a consequence, the behaviour of
substitution is specified by a resource aware semantics, thus preventing
the useless duplication of empty resources, which happens in [25] when
using reduction steps of the form (tl)[x/u] → t[x/u]l[x/u], where |tl|x = 0.
This is particularly unsuitable when considering non-idempotent types
(cf. the discussion at the end of Sec. 3). In contrast to other calculi at a
distance which only contains w and c-rules, such as for example the linear
substitution calculus [37, 1], we also consider here a dereliction rule d. This
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is appropriate to obtain a weighted subject reduction property relative
to our typing system (cf. Sec. 3), which would fail for the alternative
rewriting rule C[[x l]][x/u] 7→c C[[u l]][x/u] when |C[[x l]]|x = 1.
The reduction relation →E can also be refined. We write →X for the
closure by contexts O of the rewriting rule 7→X for
S every X. We define
B@ := {dBnil ∪ dBcons ∪ @var ∪ @app } and →B@ := X∈B@ →X . The nonerasing reduction relation →E\w is given by →B@∪{d,c} , i.e. →E\w =→E \ →w ,
and plays a key role in the characterization of strongly E-normalizing terms
(cf. Sec. 4).
Let R be any reduction system. We denote by →∗R (resp. →+
R ) the
reflexive-transitive (resp. transitive) closure of a given reduction relation →R . The reduction relation R is confluent if and only if for all
objects o1 , o2 , o3 such that o1 →∗R o2 and o1 →∗R o3 , there is o4 being
able to close the diagram, i.e. o2 →∗R o4 and o3 →∗R o4 . An object o
is strongly R-normalizing, written o ∈ SN (R), if there is no infinite
R-reduction sequence starting at o, and o is R-finitely branching if the
set {o0 | o →R o0 } is finite. If an object o is R-strongly normalizing and
R-finitely branching then the depth of o, written ηR (o), is the maximal
length of R-reduction sequences starting at o.

3

A Non-Idempotent Typing System for E-Terms

This section introduces the typing system QE for the E-calculus. Given
a countable infinite set of base types α, β, γ, . . . we consider types and
multiset types defined as follows:
(types)
(multiset types)

τ, σ, ρ ::= α | M → τ
M
::= [τi ]i∈I
where I is a finite set

Our types are strict [12, 48], i.e. the type on the right hand side of a
functional type is never a multiset. They also make use of usual notations
for multisets, as in [16], so that [ ] denotes the empty multiset, and [σ, σ, τ ]
must be understood as σ ∧σ ∧τ , where the symbol ∧ enjoys commutativity
and associativity but not idempotence, i.e. σ ∧ σ is not equal to σ.
Type assignments, written Γ, ∆, are functions from variables to
multiset types, assigning the empty multiset to all but a finite set of
variables. The domain of Γ is given by dom(Γ ) := {x | Γ (x) 6= [ ]}.
The intersection of type assignments, written Γ + ∆, is defined by
(Γ + ∆)(x) := Γ (x) + ∆(x), where the symbol + denotes multiset union.
Hence, dom(Γ + ∆) = dom(Γ ) ∪ dom(∆). When dom(Γ ) and dom(∆) are
disjoint we write Γ ; ∆ instead of Γ + ∆. We write Γ \\ x for the assignment
(Γ \\ x)(x) = [ ] and (Γ \\ x)(y) = Γ (y) if y 6= x.
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∅ | τ ` nil:τ

Γ | ` t:τ

(ax)

Γ \\ x | ` λx.t:Γ (x) → τ

Γ | ` t:σ

∆ | σ ` l:τ

(app)

Γ + ∆ | ` tl:τ
(Γj | ` t:τj )j∈J

(→ r)

Γ | ` t:ρ

J 6= ∅

Γ | ` t:τ

J 6= ∅

∆ | τ ` l:σ

∆ | τ ` l:σ

(hlist)

(→ l∈/ )

(→ l∈ )

x∈
/ dom(Γ )

Γ + ∆ | ` t[x/u]:τ
(∆j | ` u:σj )j∈J

Γ + {x:[σ]} | ` xl:τ

∆ + Γ | [ ] → τ ` t; l:σ

∆ +j∈J Γj | [τj ]j∈J → τ ` t; l:σ
∆ | ` u:σ

Γ | σ ` l:τ

(es∈/ )

x:[σj ]j∈J ; Γ | ` t:τ

Γ +j∈J ∆j | ` t[x/u]:τ

(es∈ )

Fig. 1. The Type System QE for the E-Calculus

The symbol is called the empty stoup. A stoup Σ is either a
type σ or the empty stoup. Type environments are pairs of the form
Γ | Σ, where Γ is a type assignment and Σ is a stoup. Type judgments
are triples of the form Γ | Σ ` o:τ , where o is an object, Γ | Σ a type
environment and τ a type. The QE type system for the E-calculus is given
in Fig. 1 ; it derives type judgments of the form Γ | ` t:τ and Γ | σ ` l:τ ,
where t is a term and l is a list. We write Γ | Σ `QE o:τ or Φ.QE Γ | Σ ` o:τ
to denote derivability in system QE . The hlist-size of the type derivation
Φ is a positive natural number written sz2(Φ) which denotes the size of Φ
where every node hlist counts 2 3 . Example 1 further justifies the use of
this hlist-size function.
Notice that the system QE is syntax oriented, i.e. for each type judgment of the form Γ | Σ ` o:τ there is a unique typing rule whose conclusion
matches the type judgment. Indeed, there are two different rules to type
a list t; l, but the type in the stoup Σ discriminates between them. There
is a similar distinction for terms of the form t[x/u] depending on whether
x is in the free variables of t or not. A consequence of this property
is that statements usually proved in generation lemmas (cf. [6, 35]) are
straightforward in system QE .
3

The node hlist counts 2 since it corresponds, in the standard sequent calculus, to
an application of an axiom rule followed by a contraction.
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The (app) typing rule is the head-cut rule in the underlying logical
system; similarly, (es∈/ ) and (es∈ ) give an interpretation of the so-called
mid-cut [25]. The type derivation for t (resp. for u) in rule (→ l∈/ ) (resp.
(es∈/ )) is called a witness derivation, and turns out to be essential to
guarantee strong-normalization of the whole typed term t; l (resp. t[x/u]).
Indeed, if witness derivations are not required, then non-terminating
terms like t(Ω; l) or t[x/Ω] would be typable in the system, for Ω =
(λx.xxnil )λx.xxnil . The rules (→ l∈/ ) and (→ l∈ ) (resp. (es∈/ ) and (es∈ ))
can be specified by means of a unique typing rule (→ l) (resp. (es)),
usually used in the proofs in order to save some space. They have the
form:
(Γj | ` t:τj )j∈J
∆ | τ ` l:σ
(→ l)
∆ +j∈J Γj | [τi ]i∈I → τ ` t; l:σ
(∆j | ` u:σj )j∈J

x:[σi ]i∈I ; Γ | ` t:τ

Γ +j∈J ∆j | ` t[x/u]:τ

(es)

where (I = ∅ ⇒ |J| = 1) and (I 6= ∅ ⇒ I = J).
The system QE is relevant [14], i.e. typing environments only contain
the consumed premises. Moreover, in contrast to [6, 8], no subtyping
relation is needed for abstractions and/or applications.
Lemma 1. If Γ | Σ `QE o:τ , then dom(Γ ) = fv(o).
We now introduce a technical tool which will be used in Sec. 4 in
order to give a characterization of strongly E-normalizing terms. Indeed,
we do not want to distinguish terms having explicit cuts at different
head positions, mainly because they do have exactly the same maximal
reduction lengths. More precisely, the head graphical equivalence ∼
on E-terms, inspired from the σ-equivalence on λ-terms [44] and the σequivalence on λ-terms with explicit substitutions [2], is given by the
contextual, transitive, symmetric and reflexive closure of the following
axiom
(tl)[x/u] ≈ t[x/u]l, where |l|x = 0
Notice that (xl)[x/u] cannot be ∼-converted into x[x/u]l when x ∈
/ fv(l),
since x alone is not a term of the calculus.
The main properties of system QE for E-terms follow.
Lemma 2 (Invariance for ∼). Let o, o0 be E-objects s.t. o ∼ o0 . Then,
1. o →E\w o0 iff o0 →E\w o00 , where o0 ∼ o00 . In particular, ηE\w (o) = ηE\w (o0 ).
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2. Φ . Γ `QE o:τ iff Φ0 . Γ `QE o0 :τ . Moreover, sz2(Φ) = sz2(Φ0 ).
Lemma 3 (Weighted Subject Reduction). Let Φ . Γ | Σ `QE o:τ . If
o →E\w o0 , then Φ0 . Γ | Σ `QE o0 :τ and sz2(Φ) > sz2(Φ0 ).
The sz2 function plays a central role in obtaining a strictly decreasing
measure in the subject reduction lemma above. More precisely, if we
consider the standard measure on typing derivations, written sz, which
counts 1 for every node of the derivation tree, then the weighted subject
reduction property does not hold. Here is an example.
Example 1. Let t be the term x(xnil ; nil), and consider the following
type derivation Φt such that sz(Φt ) = 5.
∅ | σ ` nil:σ
x:[σ] | ` xnil :σ
Φt :=

∅ | τ ` nil:τ

x:[σ] | [σ] → τ ` xnil ; nil:τ
x:[σ, [σ] → τ ] | ` x(xnil ; nil):τ

Let u be a term s.t. Φ1u . ∆1 | ` u:σ and Φ2u . ∆2 | ` u:[σ] → τ . Therefore,
Φ :=

Φ1u . ∆1 | ` u:σ

Φ2u . ∆2 | ` u:[σ] → τ

Φt . x:[σ, [σ] → τ ] | ` t:τ

∆1 + ∆2 | ` t[x/u]:τ

where sz(Φ) = 6 +i=1,2 sz(Φiu ).
Given the reduction step t[x/u] →c x(u nil; nil)[x/u] = t0 , there is a
derivation Φ0 typing t0 such that sz(Φ0 ) = sz(Φ). Indeed,
Φ1u . ∆1 | ` u:σ

∅ | σ ` nil:σ

∆1 | ` u nil:σ

∅ | τ ` nil:τ

∆1 | [σ] → τ ` u nil; nil:τ
Φ0 :=

Φ2u . ∆2 | ` u:[σ] → τ

x:[[σ] → τ ] + ∆1 | ` x(u nil; nil):τ
∆1 + ∆2 | ` t0 :τ

Corollary 1. If o is QE -typable then o ∈ SN (E\w).
As we mentioned in the introduction, the λ-calculus [25] is not compatible with a resource aware semantics, as illustrated by the following example.
Consider a λ-reduction of the form o = (tl)[x/u] → t[x/u]l[x/u] = o0 , and
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suppose |tl|x = 0. Let Φ be a typing derivation for the object o, thus
having the following form:
Φt . Γt | ` t:σt
Φ :=

Φl . Γl | σt ` l:τ

Γt + Γl | ` tl:τ

Φu . ∆ | ` u:σ

(Γt + Γl ) + ∆ | ` (tl)[x/u]:τ

The typing derivation for the object o0 , let say Φ0 , must use twice the
typing tree Φu , and thus sz2(Φ) > sz2(Φ0 ) cannot hold. In other words,
propagation of substitution w.r.t. the structure of terms induces useless
duplications of empty resources, turning out to be inappropriate in the
framework of a resource aware semantics.
The last key property relates typing with expansion:
Lemma 4 (Subject Expansion). Let Γ | Σ `QE o0 :τ . If o →E\w o0 , then
Γ | Σ `QE o:τ .

4

Characterizing Strongly E-Normalizing Terms

This section is devoted to the characterization of E-strong normalization.
We use the technical tools developed in Sec. 3 to characterize strongly normalizing E-terms by means of QE -typability, namely, the subject reduction
and expansion properties.
We start by giving an alternative definition of SN (E\w), where →E\w
is defined as →E \ →w . Indeed, the inductive set of E \ w-stronglynormalizing objects, written ISN (E\w), is the smallest subset of objects
satisfying the following properties:
nil ∈ ISN (E\w).
If t, l ∈ ISN (E\w), then t; l ∈ ISN (E\w),
If t ∈ ISN (E\w), then λx.t ∈ ISN (E\w).
If l ∈ ISN (E\w), then xl ∈ ISN (E\w).
If t, s ∈ ISN (E\w) and |t|x = 0, then t[x/s] ∈ ISN (E\w).
If (λx.t)l1 . . . ln (n ≥ 0)∈ISN (E\w), then (λx.t)nill1 . . . ln ∈ISN (E\w).
If t[x/u]ml1 . . . ln (n ≥ 0) ∈ ISN (E \ w), then (λx.t)(u; m)l1 . . . ln ∈
ISN (E\w).
(@var ) If x(m1 @m2 )l1 . . . ln (n ≥ 0) ∈ ISN (E\w), then (xm1 )m2 l1 . . . ln ∈
ISN (E\w).
(@app ) If t(m1 @m2 )l1 . . . ln (n ≥ 0) ∈ ISN (E \ w), then (tm1 )m2 l1 . . . ln ∈
ISN (E\w).
(C) If C[[u l]][x/u]∈ISN (E\w) and |C[[x l]]|x > 1, then C[[x l]][x/u]∈ISN (E\w).

(EL)
(N EL)
(L)
(HL)
(W )
(dBnil )
(dBcons )
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(D) If C[[u l]] ∈ ISN (E\w) and |C[[x l]]|x = 1, then C[[x l]][x/u] ∈ ISN (E\w).
(E) If (tl)[x/s] ∈ ISN (E\w) and |l|x = 0, then t[x/s]l ∈ ISN (E\w).
Remark in particular that case (E) guarantees the closure of ISN (E\w)
for the head graphical equivalence.
It is not difficult to show that the sets SN (E\w) and ISN (E\w) coincide
(the proof follows the same scheme used for example in [26]) so that we
can show the following result:
Lemma 5. Let o be an E-object. If o ∈ SN (E\w) then o is QE -typable.
Proof. By induction on the structure of o ∈ ISN (E\w) = SN (E\w).
– If o = nil, o = t; l, o = λx.t, o = xl, or o = u[x/v] with |u|x = 0, then
the proof is straightforward by using the i.h.
– If o ∈ ISN (E\w) comes from one of the rules (dBnil ), (dBcons ), (C),
(D), (@var ) or (@app ), then the property holds by the i.h. and the
Subject Expansion Lem. 4.
– If t[x/s]l ∈ ISN (E \ w) comes from the rule (E), then (tl)[x/s] ∈
ISN (E\w), so that (tl)[x/s] is QE -typable by the i.h. and the property
holds by Lem. 2.2.
Strong E-normalization can be now obtained from strong E\w-normalization
as follows:
Lemma 6 (From E\w to E). Let o be an E-object. If o ∈ SN (E\w), then
o ∈ SN (E).
Proof. One first shows a postponement property for w-reduction steps
0
+ 0
given by: if o →+
w →E\w o , then o →E\w →w o . Then the property is proved
by contradiction using the postponement property.
We can now conclude with the main result of this section.
Theorem 1. Let o be an E-object. Then o is QE -typable iff o ∈ SN (E).
Proof. Let o be QE -typable. Then o ∈ SN (E\w) by Cor. 1 and o ∈ SN (E)
by Lem. 6. For the converse, o ∈ SN (E) ⊆ SN (E\w) because →E\w ⊆→E .
We conclude by Lem. 5.
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5

The I-Calculus

We now introduce the syntax and the operational semantics of the Icalculus, slightly differently defined in [20]. The I-calculus can be obtained
from E by an appropriate projection function (cf. Lem. 8).
Given a countable infinite set of symbols x, y, z, . . ., three syntactic
categories as I-objects, I-terms and I-lists are respectively defined by
the following grammars:
o ::= t | l

t, u, v ::= λx.t | xl | (λx.t)l

l, m ::= nil | t; l

Remark that general terms of the form tl are not I-terms.
As before, we work with Barendregt’s convention and the standard
notion of α-conversion. The notions of I-term and I-list contexts are
defined as expected according to the grammars above. The reduction
relation →I is given by the context closure of the following rules:
(λx.t)nil 7→βnil λx.t

(λx.t)(u; l) 7→βcons t{x/u}◦ l

where the operations ◦ and { / } are defined as follows:
(xl)◦ m
:= x (l@m)
((λy.t)l)◦ m := (λy.t)(l@m)
(λx.t)◦ m := (λx.t)m

nil{x/v}
:= nil
(u; l){x/v}
:= u{x/v}; l{x/v}
(y l){x/v}
:= yl{x/v}
(xl){x/v}
:= v ◦ l{x/v}
((λy.t)l){x/v} := (λy.t{x/v})l{x/v}
(λy.t){x/v} := λy.t{x/v}

The substitution operator { / } is defined on α-equivalence classes
of terms in order to avoid the capture of free variables. Notice that
substitution distributes with respect to @ and ◦, i.e. one can show that
(t@l){x/u} = t{x/u}@l{x/u} and (t ◦ l){x/u} = t{x/u} ◦ l{x/u}. As
expected, the I-calculus enjoys confluence.
An erasing step is the closure by contexts of the reduction rule
(λx.t)(u; l) 7→ t{x/u}◦ l, where x ∈
/ fv(t), i.e. an erasing step discards
the argument u since x ∈
/ fv(o) implies o{x/u} = o. Notice that erasing
steps cannot be postponed, so that we cannot apply to the I-calculus
the same (simple) proof technique used in Sec. 4 to characterize E-strong
normalization. An example of non-erasing step is
(λy.ynil )(xnil ; xnil ; nil) → x(xnil ; nil)
while (λy.znil )(xnil ; xnil ; nil) → z(xnil ; nil) is an erasing step. Nonerasing steps play a key role in Lem. 11.
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Typing Rules {(ax), (→ r), (hlist), (→ l∈/ ), (→ l∈ )} plus
Γ | ` λx.t:σ

∆ | σ ` l:τ

Γ + ∆ | ` (λx.t)l:τ

(app)

Fig. 2. The Type System QI for the I-Calculus

The I-calculus can be simulated in the E-calculus in terms of more
atomic steps. Indeed,
0
Lemma 7. Let o be an I-term. If o →I o0 , then o →+
E o.

Proof. One first shows that for all I-objects t, u, l, t[x/u] →∗E t{x/u} and
tl →∗E t◦ l. The proof of the statement of the lemma then proceeds by
induction on I-reduction. The interesting case is when o = (λx.t)(u; l) →I
t{x/u}◦ l = o0 , for which we conclude by o = (λx.t)(u; l) →E t[x/u]l →∗E
t{x/u}l →∗E t{x/u}◦ l = o0 using the properties mentioned above.
Reciprocally, the E-calculus can be projected into the I-calculus. For
that, we first remark that the system sub = {w, d, c, @var , @app } is locally
confluent and terminating. Hence sub-normal forms of objects are unique;
we thus write sub(o) for the sub-normal forms of the object o.
Lemma 8 (Projection). Let o be an E-term. If o →E o0 , then sub(o) →∗I
sub(o0 ).
Proof. One first shows that for all E-terms t, u, one has sub(t[x/u]) =
sub(t){x/sub(u)}. The proof of the statement of the lemma is then by
induction on E-reduction using the previous remark.
Using confluence of I, together with Lemmas 7 and 8 we obtain the
following property.
Corollary 2. The reduction relation →E is confluent.

6

A Non-Idempotent Typing System for I-Terms

In this section we restrict to I-objects the system QE introduced in Sec. 3.
The resulting system QI is given in Fig. 2. As before, relevance holds for
I-objects.
Lemma 9. If Γ | Σ `QI o:τ , then dom(Γ ) = fv(o).
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In order to characterize the set SN (I) of strongly I-normalizing term
by means of QI -typability, we first need to show that every QI -typable
term is strongly I-normalizing. This is obtained as follows:
Lemma 10. Let o be an I-term. Then, o ∈ SN (E) implies o ∈ SN (I).
Proof. A direct consequence of Lem. 7.
Corollary 3. If Φ .QI Γ | Σ ` o:τ , then o ∈ SN (I).
Proof. If o is QI -typable, then o is also trivially QE -typable. Thm. 1 gives
o ∈ SN (E) and Lem. 10 gives o ∈ SN (I).
The converse property, i.e. the fact that every strongly I-normalizing
term is QI -typable, will be proved in Sec. 7. For that, the following key
property will be used.
Lemma 11 (Subject Expansion for Non-Erasing Reductions). If
Φ .QI Γ | Σ ` o0 :τ and o →I o0 is a non-erasing step, then there exists Φ0
such that Φ0 .QI Γ | Σ ` o:τ .
Proof. By induction on the non-erasing reduction relation →I .

7

Characterizing Strongly I-Normalizing Terms

This section completes the characterization result for the I-calculus,
namely, we show that every strongly I-normalizing term is QI -typable, so
that, together with Cor. 3, we obtain a full characterization of strongly
I-normalizing terms by means of QI -typability.
In order to achieve the main result of this section, we define an inductive
set of objects ISN (I) containing the set of strongly I-normalizing objects
and contained in the set of those that are QI -typable. The set ISN (I)
is inspired by the idempotent intersection typing system proposed by
Valentini [47], then revisited by Kikuchi [31].
We start by defining the set ISN (I) as the smallest subset of I-objects
satisfying the following properties:
(ax)
(→ r)
(hlist)
(→ l)
(appnil )
(app∈ )

nil ∈ ISN (I).
If t ∈ ISN (I), then λx.t ∈ ISN (I).
If l ∈ ISN (I), then xl ∈ ISN (I).
If t ∈ ISN (I) and l ∈ ISN (I), then t; l ∈ ISN (I).
If λx.t ∈ ISN (I), then (λx.t)nil ∈ ISN (I)
If t{x/u}◦ l ∈ ISN (I) and x ∈ fv(t), then (λx.t)(u; l) ∈ ISN (I).
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(app∈/ ) If t◦ l ∈ ISN (I) and u ∈ ISN (I) and x ∈
/ fv(t), then (λx.t)(u; l) ∈
ISN (I).
Every strongly I-normalizing object o turns out to be in ISN (I).
Theorem 2. If o ∈ SN (I), then o ∈ ISN (I).
Proof. By induction on hηI (o), |o|i.
If o = nil, then the statement is trivial. If o = u; l, then the i.h. gives
u and l in ISN (I) so that u; l ∈ ISN (I) using rule (→ l). The same
reasoning can be applied if o = λx.t or o = xl. If o = (λx.t)l, we consider
two cases.
– l = nil. The i.h. gives λx.t ∈ ISN (I), then (λx.t)nil ∈ ISN (I)
using rule (appnil ).
– l = u; l0 . We consider again two cases.
• x ∈ fv(t). Since ηI (t{x/u}◦ l) < ηI (o), then by the i.h. we have
t{x/u}◦l ∈ ISN (I), then we obtain o ∈ ISN (I) using rule (app∈ ).
• x∈
/ fv(t). Since ηI (t{x/u}◦ l) = ηI (t◦ l) < ηI (o), then by the i.h.
we have t◦ l ∈ ISN (I). Moreover, ηI (u) < ηI (o), so that also by
the i.h. we have u ∈ ISN (I). Then o ∈ ISN (I) using rule (app∈/ ).
Moreover, every object in ISN (I) is QI -typable.
Theorem 3. If o ∈ ISN (I), then there exists Φ0 such that Φ0 .QI Γ | Σ `
o:τ .
Proof. By induction on the definition of the predicate ISN (I). The
cases (ax), (→ r), (hlist) and (→ l) are straightforward. Let consider
(λx.t)nil ∈ ISN (I) coming from λx.t ∈ ISN (I) by rule (appnil ). By the
i.h. we have Γ | `QI λx.t:τ , thus we conclude by:
Φ0 :=

Γ | ` λx.t:τ

∅ | τ ` nil:τ (ax)

Γ | ` (λx.t)nil:τ

(app)

Consider (λx.t)(u; l) ∈ ISN (I) coming from t{x/u}◦ l ∈ ISN (I) and
x ∈ fv(t) by rule (app∈ ). By the i.h. Γ | `QI t{x/u}◦ l:τ , thus we get
Γ | `QI (λx.t)(u; l):τ by Lem. 11.
Consider (λx.t)(u; l) ∈ ISN (I) coming from t ◦ l ∈ ISN (I), u ∈
ISN (I) and x ∈
/ fv(t) by rule (app∈/ ). By the i.h. Γ1 | `QI t◦ l:τ and
Γ2 | `QI u:σ. It can be proved, by induction that there are Γ10 | `QI t:τ 0
and Γ100 | τ 0 `QI l:τ , where Γ1 = Γ10 + Γ100 . Thus we get the following
QI -derivation:
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Γ10 | ` t:τ 0
0

Φ :=

Γ10 | ` λx.t:[ ] → τ 0

(→ r)

Γ2 | ` u:σ

Γ100 | τ 0 ` l:τ

Γ2 + Γ100 | [ ] → τ 0 ` u; l:τ

(→ l∈/ )

Γ10 + Γ100 + Γ2 | ` (λx.t)(u; l):τ

(app)

We can thus conclude this section with the equivalence between strongly
I-normalizing terms and typable terms in system QI .
Corollary 4. Γ | Σ `QI o:τ if and only if o ∈ SN (I).

8

Conclusion

This paper proposes a resource aware computational semantics for Herbelin’s syntax. The resulting E-calculus can be seen as a refinement of
the non resource aware I-calculus, whose meta-level operations are implemented by more atomic reduction rules in E. In contrast to more complex
resource-controlled interpretations (cf. [22]) realized by means of explicit
control operators for weakening and contraction, our implementation is
achieved by rewriting rules inspired from the substitution at a distance
paradigm, recently used in successful investigations in computer science.
We define typing systems for both calculi I and E, based on relevant,
strict, non-idempotent intersection types. Typing rules of the systems are
syntax directed. In both cases, typability is used to completely characterize
strongly normalizing terms. Our results are presented in a self-contained
form, without resorting to their isomorphic natural deduction counterparts. The proofs only use combinatorial arguments, neither reducibility
candidates nor memory operators have been necessary.
Balance between typing and reduction systems in a resource aware
framework is sensitive; this is illustrated by the approach in [26] and the
one taken here. Indeed, adding a dereliction rule to the reduction system,
as done in this paper, allows to restrict the witness type derivations to
erasable subterms only, while dereliction can be simply omitted, as done
in [26], when using a resource consuming approach based on witnesses
everywhere.
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